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Abstract. The paper deals with constructional procedure and design of the soldering 

station for compressor outlet piping. The design of the mechanism is based on the 

need to create a device that will be able to move the pallet with the compressor 

between individual operational positions of the entire conveyor line. 
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1 Introduction  

The successful development of mankind to the state we see today has its origin in distant 

past when man had to fight for survival in the original living conditions. Repeating 

successful activities that have brought about improved living conditions has also triggered 

brain activity, i.e. from simple logical operations to memorization and analysis. The result 

of this process was the creations of man, whose improvement led to progress consisting of 

the construction of machines and heavy machinery. This process of developing technical 

systems that relieve man from repetitive physical work is called mechanization, and there is 

no need to talk too much about the importance of machinery for manipulating material. 

Mechanisation is an important means of increasing productivity, quality and 

competitiveness of production. The effort is to make the individual working operations as 

short and simple as possible and to make them easy to learn while demanding a minimum 

of human effort. Mechanisation greatly relieves man from heavy physical work, for 

example, in dangerous or harmful environments [1-3]. 

Today's advanced production is characterized by automation. Automation is a process in 

which the managerial function of a person is replaced by the activity of various machines 

and devices [4, 5]. Automation is a very complex process including very simple control 

operations performed on a relatively simple devices, as well as very complex management 

of large production units. Controlling is a purposeful activity that evaluates and processes 

information about a controlled object or process, activities in that process (which may be 

data of measuring devices, statuses of signalising equipment and devices), and controls the 

devices in question to achieve the same prescribed purpose [6, 7, 8] - in this case, it is the 
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aim of designing a chain conveyor (Fig. 1) for transporting a handling unit between 

individual working positions, the design must meet the requirements of the customer's 

technical standards. According to these standards and customer requirements, a flame 

soldering station for compressor outlet piping will be designed [9]. 
 

 

Fig. 1. 3D model of the chain conveyor design 

2 Device requirements 

The device should be formed by a chain conveyor with compressor pallets attached to it 

(Fig. 2). Pallets are formed to shape a tube and at the same time cover the compressor so 

that it is not damaged by the temperature field from the flame when welding. Technical 

description of the device positions: 

Position 1: Manual loading the compressor into the pallet, loading the soldering ring and 

pipes. 

Position 2: Flame welding. The pallet with compressor stops at the welding station, a 

burner (the entire Messer assembly) comes to the welding point and welding takes place. 

The compressor is mounted on the pallet in a slanting manner so that melt of the soldering 

ring flows towards the pipe joint. 

Position 3: Is a manual station where an operator tests tightness manually by inserting the 

compressed air hose into the compressor tube and checks tightness with spray. 

 

 

Fig. 2. 2D view of the compressor pallet design assembly 

 The design of a chain conveyor is based on a need to create device that is able to move 

the pallet with the component (SECOP compressor) from the first workstation (manual 



position - loading the compressor into the pallet, loading the soldering ring and pipe) 

successively through the second workplace containing flame welding (automatic position - 

pressure pipe soldering) to the third position (checking and unloading the component into 

the pallet). The process itself consists of several steps. The choice of a suitable chain and 

drive is important, with consequent further calculations or selection of other conveyor 

components. Subsequently, a load-bearing structure will be created, in the creation of which 

it is desirable to adhere to the correct principles of construction methodology. From the 

given requirements it was necessary to choose basic dimensional parameters: 

 Pallet length:     Ldp = 250 mm, 

 Pallet width:     Lšp = 250 mm, 

 Conveyor manipulator length:  LDM = 3, 200 mm, 

 Total number of pallets:   iC = 12 (-). 

3 Pallet design 

Firstly, a design of the pallet with a bed for the outlet pipe soldered in position no. 2 was 

created. The design of the pallet began by selecting basic dimensions of a base plate (Fig. 

3) and the subsequent two-pin bedding for centering the compressor to the desired position. 

 

Fig. 3. Method of pallet design as a compressor attachment 

 As the component itself (the compressor) already has a considerable weight (6.5 kg), it 

was necessary to design the pallet so as to make it as lightweight as possible. This was the 

reason for choosing a base plate and 2 beds (Fig. 3 left) of AlMgSi07 material. After the 

compressor bed was placed, the design of the bed for the soldered pipe was created with 

securing against vertical displacement (Fig. 3 right) so that it was height adjustable. To 

ensure correct loading of the pipe in the horizontal position, it was necessary to design a 

flip-over locking mechanism for the soldering tube (red tube Fig. 5), which serves to 

accurately load the pipe and secure it in the desired soldering position. 

 

Fig. 4. Views of the locking mechanism design 



 The proposed mechanism (Fig. 4) is designed so that it can be automatically locked off 

in position no. 2 for welding in a given location. Thus, the proposed pallet assembly 

includes a pallet base plate, a compressor bed, an anti-fall pipe locking device, and an outlet 

pipe housing. 

 

Fig. 5. 3D view of the compressor pallet design assembly 

4 Frame design 

When designing a frame, it was necessary to first choose the basic dimensions of the 

conveyor. The design was based primarily on the number of pallets on the device (12 

pieces). Subsequently, the necessary spacing between the pallets and overall length of the 

frame was chosen. The support frame is designed from AL Bosch profile 80x120 mm 

(Fig. 6). Probably it was also possible to choose a profile with smaller dimensions but this 

type of beam was suitable for construction from a structural point of view [10-12]. 
 

 
Fig. 6. Bosch Rexroth profile 80x120 mm 

 Struts and crossbeams are designed from the same profiles but with dimensions 45x45 

mm (Fig. 7). Supporting profiles are joined by 90x90 mm angle bars and other profiles 

using 45 ° 45x45 mm angle bar and Bosch Rexroth pin joint. 

 
Fig. 7. Design of conveyor frame 



5 Conveyor chain design 

After the design of the frame and subsequent placement of the pallets, the chain and the 

gearwheels could be made. Chains are dimensioned according to the maximum force in the 

chain resulting from all power losses and tension. Static and dynamic forces are created in 

the chain at motion. The main objective is to predict the power (and thus the size) of the 

engine and also to pre-determine the type of roller chain serving as a traction element. 

Determination of these two components is very important for the design because, for 

example, according to the chain, a suitable sprocket or chain guide must be selected. A 

choice of the engine and the gearbox affects a size of the drive shaft, bearings and spatial 

arrangement of the entire drive. Depending on the purpose of the conveyor, various types of 

chains can be used [13-15]. In this case, “standard roller chain with attachment 1 – DIN 

8187 with bend attachment K1/01 double sided” for better pallet attachment (Fig. 8) was 

selected. The basic parameters required for the design of the chain drive were chosen 

according to Tab. 1 from HABERKORN. 

 

Fig. 8. Geometry of the selected chain 

We select a chain with the label of link 10 B-1 5/8 x 3/8 

Chain length / (number of links): LR = 5,820.6 mm, 

Pitch spacing of pallets: R1 = 485 mm, 

Pitch of first and last sprocket: LRK = 2,635.4 mm. 

Table 1. Chains from Haberkorn 

 

6 Design of chain drive and tensioner 

For most applications, drive and tensioner are two separate units. According to the design 

methodology, it is appropriate to place the drive at the beginning of the conveyor and the 

tensioning unit at its end [16, 17]. A plate is rigidly screwed by four screws onto the frame 

of the conveyor beam. To this plate is mounted a gearbox with an electric motor. There is a 

secondary drive shaft with a sprocket (Fig. 9 left) located together with the chain 

transmission from the electric motor to the main drive shaft. Chain transmission is made by 

a pair of wheels with the dimensions shown in Tab. 2. 

 



Table 2. Sprocket wheels dimensions 

Usage 
Number 

of teeth 

de 

[mm] 

dp 

[mm] 

D1 

[mm] 

B1 

[mm] 

Profile 

radius of 

curvature 

r3 [mm] 

Tooth 

curvature 

C [mm] 

Sprockets of the 

conveyor 
18 78 73.14 35 7 13 1.3 

Drive wheel of 

the shaft and 

transmission 

15 65.9 61.09 35 7 13 1.3 

 

 On the main drive shaft there is a bearing housing, clamping sleeves with a torque limit 

and a corresponding sprocket. For safety reasons, the limiter is used on all drives. In the 

case of undesirable collision, the load increases and the critical torque is exceeded. At this 

point, the limiter ensures slipping of the shaft and the sprocket. The main drive gear on the 

shaft is secured by two 250.0120 Halder clamping sleeves (Fig. 9 right) on both sides. 

 
Fig. 9. Drive sprocket (left) and clamping case 250.0120 Halder (right) 

 The shaft is stored in bearings that are pressed in the housing in the base plate. The shaft 

is secured with a securing ring against axial movement. The complete proposed drive 

device is shown in Fig. 10 left. The reversing tensioning part consists of a gear that is 

mounted in bearings fixed in solid housings in the same way as on the driving part. 

 

Fig. 10. Designed drive unit (left) and tensioning device (right) 



 If the wheel fastening is firm, the chain is tensioned by its own weight [18, 19]. In the 

case of using sliding housings on the driven side, a chain is tensioned by a pair of 

tensioning screws. The tensioning force used to be between 1,000 and 4,000 N. The 

conveyor is driven by an electric motor through the spur gearbox. This power station is 

located below the conveyor. For safety reasons, the drive chain will be covered. 
 

 

Fig. 11. Overview of the drive, chain and tensioning device of the proposed chain conveyor 

Conclusion 

The aim of the article was to partially design a chain conveyor of an automatic soldering 

station consisting of the bearing pallet design, which is also a jig (tool) for ensuring the 

correct position of the compressor and the pipe; the conveyor frame design from 

standardized profiles from Bosch and the design of the chain with its drive and tensioning 

device. We can say that this goal has been met. In the next step of solving this problem, it 

will be necessary to design support and guide of the chain links, to propose design solutions 

of the individual work positions of the station and to make a dimensional calculation of the 

driving electric motor. After this step, the prototype of the flame soldering station for 

compressor outlet piping can be manufactured and brought into operation. 
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